What political issues are important to YOU?
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Craig Blackburn, LA
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What political issues are important to YOU?

VOTE!

VOTE!

VOTE!
A political issue is something that has to do with government or politics. This is something that you might care a lot about.

What a candidate says about political issues will help you decide if you will vote for that candidate.

The NDSS Self-Advocate Advisory Board has developed a partnership with the national self-advocacy organization, Self-Advocates Becoming Empowered on the very important issue of voting. SABE’s National Technical Assistance Center for Voting and Cognitive Access helps protection and advocacy systems, election officials and people with disabilities to make voting accessible for all citizens.

The Center is managed and operated by leaders in the self-advocacy movement. Check out their website for resources.

www.ndss.org/DSVOTES  www.sabeusa.org/govoter